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Please note that the pictures in this brochure may also show 
alternative designs or options available at extra costs.

Many other models can be found in our main motorhome 
brochure. Additional information can be sent upon request. 
Please contact us via phone +49 7562 987 881 or via internet: 
www.dethleffs.co.uk/service 

Dethleffs Added Value – Explanation of symbols
In our Dethleffs motorhomes, there are a lot of smart ideas and a high level of specification 
that comes as standard. Here are the features which make Dethleffs motorhomes such a 

great investment with corresponding symbols to look out for in each range.  
More information can be found at: www.dethleffs.co.uk/added-value

 Stay cool! Extra-large fridges with 
minimom 141 litres, plus freezer 
compartment

 Ergonomic: Comfortable Pilote seats with 
height/ inclination adjustment, integrated 
headrest and lateral support

 Winter expert! Excellent winterisation 
thanks to the elaborate double floor 
construction

 More safety: Electronic stabilizing  
program incl. important driving assistance 
systems (ASR, Hill Holder, HBA, Roll-Over 
Mitigation) 

 Stay cool! Extra-large fridges with 
minimom 190 litres, plus freezer 
compartment

Inviting: 70 cm XXL entrance door  Winterproof: Heated double floor with 
frost-protected water installation and 
additional storage space

Safe on the road: AL-KO broad gauge low 
platform for secure and dynamic driving 
experience

 Family-friendly: at least 4 sleeping  
berths without additional makeup

Elegant kitchen centre with powerful 
burners and maxi drawers with central 
locking

 For a healthy indoor climate: Optimal rear 
ventilation of overhead lockers avoids 
condensation

 Well protected: robust GRP roof for hail 
protection

 “SleepWell”: Fixed beds with 7-zone 
mattresses and ergonomic wooden bed 
frames.

King of storage: Particularly high rear 
garages thanks to Dethleffs drop chassis 
extension

Added longevity

Put your feet up! Comfortable L-shaped 
lounge with free-standing table leg

 More power: 95 Ah battery with AGM 
technology for higher performance, longer 
life and shorter charging time

 Long-lasting: Rot-proof body construction 
without wood inserts and with GRP 
covered underfloor, roof and rear

Freedom of movement: Separate shower 
and the vanity unit can be connected to a 
big bathroom 

More power: 150 Ah battery with AGM 
technology for higher performance, longer 
life and shorter charging time

Easy entrance: Thanks to lowered Coupé 
entrance step

Welcome to the Dethleffs family 
Dethleffs Lifetime Plus 
Winterisation 
Sleep like at home

Globetrotter XL A Class 
Globetrotter XXL Coachbuilt

Perfect Service | Guarantee  
History
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Welcome to the Premium Class
Our Globetrotter XL I and XXL A models set standards 
in terms of spaciousness, reliability, quality and 
winter use. To ensure this they are handmade in 
special production lines by experienced employees.  
You will immediately see the quality and care that 
reflects our 88 years of experience in the production 
of leisure vehicles, and you will appreciate these 
details on every adventure. We are sure you will 
fall in love with the new design and unbeatable 
specifiction.

All models are based on the new Dethleffs 
Lifetime Plus technology with a completely rot-
free construction – that guarantees a very high 
re-sale value. In addition to that a modern double 
floor construction ensures an optimum of winter 

suitability as the heated vehicle floor houses very 
important on-board technology and water supply 
installations so they are protected from frost, and 
at the same time the double floor provides ample 
storage room.

Yours, 
Alexander Leopold 
Managing Director
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Lifetime Plus Body Construction
ªª Aluminium 
exterior walls

ªª XPS Foam

ªª XPS Foam

ªª Breathable real wood 
panelling

ªª  Polyurethane struts 
with doweled joints

ªª GRP Panel

Construction 
sidewall /  
underfloor

Every Dethleffs motorhome 
comes with a 6-year water 
ingress warranty as standard! 

The rot-free construction without wooden inserts 
used in all our models in the Premium Class has 
proved itself over the years and is now further 
improved. The name Dethleffs Lifetime Plus 
combines the new technology of long-lasting value 
stability with the most recent findings on healthy 
interior climate:

ªª Walls, roof and underfloor are constructed entirely 
without cold spots or wood inserts. Instead, 
rigid polyurethane struts ensure a high torsional 
stiffness. 

ªª Strong GRP panels (glass-fiber reinforced plastic) 
on the roof and floor protect against damage 
from outside from hail, stones, salt water, etc. 

ªª An extra thick layer of high density, hydrophobic, 
i.e. water-repellent XPS foam ensures excellent 
insulation properties. 

ªª The 3 mm thick genuine wood panelling on the 
side walls and roof is both moisture-balancing 
and sound-absorbing.
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Winter Camping de Luxe

Sparkling snow in the sun and amazing winter 
landscapes … you can enjoy all of this in your warm 
and cosy motorhome! We make your individual 
Winter fairytale come true by providing many 
technical solutions which are based on our 88 years’ 
experience in manufacturing leisure vehicles.

Perfectly insulated walls, a high air circulation and 
good ventilation provide the perfect interior climate. 
Furthermore, we set our focus on a well thought out 
construction and innovative technology.

Warm water heating
ªª Warm water central heating creates a cosy 
atmosphere just like at home. That is because 
it works without blowers – ideal for allergy 
sufferers. In addition it is equipped with an 
automated drain valve and a stop valve for the 
sleeping room. Telemetric control via your mobile 
phone is available as an optional extra.

ªª The integrated heat exchanger can pre-heat the 
engine to reduce wear and fuel consumption. 
Conversely the engine heat can be used for 
supporting the cab and habitation area heating. 

ªª Fast windscreen defrosting via additional warm 
air duct of the heating in the dashboard. 

Double floor
ªª The high double floors of the Dethleffs Premium 
Class vehicles can be fully loaded and are 
accessible from inside and outside. 

ªª Heated double floor for frost-proof installation of 
pipes and water tanks. The radiant heat of the 
heating and the heating convectors also serves  
as underfloor heating.  

Further information and videos can be found online: www.dethleffs.co.uk/winterproof
ªª Game-changing features you might not see – but you know work brilliantly! 1 – Intelligent 24 hr central and warm water heating system. 2 – The double floor creates an all-weather, winterised room. 
3 – Holiday luggage can easily be accessed from inside.

ªª For a healthy room climate: Optimal ventilation of overhead lockers avoids any 
condensation.
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Sleep like at home
Every motorhome in the Dethleffs Premium  
class comes with a 7-zone mattresses for the fixed 
beds. This innovative high-tech material made 
in Switzerland is considered a milestone in foam 
technology with unique advantages:

Combined with our ergonomic wooden slatted 
frames we can guarantee outstanding lying comfort 
– all night – all year round!

At dethleffs.co.uk/sleepwell we provide detailed 
information about the unique advantages of the  
new sleeping system.

ªª  Optimum body support:  
Excellent anatomic support of the body 

ªª  Climate regulating:  
High breathability for a pleasant and hygienic 
sleeping climate 

ªª  Climate resistant: 
First-class material stability even under the 
influence of heat and humidity 

ªª   Long-lasting:  
Optimal comfort, even after years of use 

ªª  Extremely light:  
Making the beds is easier than ever

ªª Ergonomic wooden slatted bed frames for healthy sleep.
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Globetrotter XL I

Luxury motorhoming, with zero 
compromise!
The XL I A Class opens the door to the 
mobile luxury class. Completely revised, 
inside and out, it exceeds even the highest 
expections and available in two specification 
levels. 
 
It unites the quality and stability of the 
premium class with the playful lightness  
of modern leisure vehicle construction. 

The entirely rot-proof construction of 
sidewalls, roof and floor is complemented 
with the lightweight furniture in 
contemporary design. The Gourmet Plus 
kitchen, top-of-the-range bathroom and the 
cosy lounge with its panoramic side window 
are unequalled.

The Globetrotter XL I Plus factors 
ªª  Fiat Ducato with Common Rail Turbo diesel technology, MultiJet direct injection  
and Euro 6 engine 
ªª AL-KO low platform broad gauge chassis
ªª Ergonomic SKA Pilote seats (option: SKA air suspension seats)
ªª Large seating area with panoramic side window
ªª Extra wide doors (700 mm) with electric closing mechanism and 2-point locking
ªª Warm water heating with heat exchanger for engine pre-heating 

All the perfect details in one model

Option
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Globetrotter XL I

Dynamic Comfort
Unlike almost any other luxury motorhome, the 
Globetrotter XL I combines spacious living with  
design and dynamics. This sporty design  
is accentvated by the excellent AL-KO broad-gauge  
low platform chassis delivering real driving 
adventure. And that’s why the XL I drives just as  
well as it looks: sporty, dynamic and absolutely  
safe. Even on winding country roads you will be 
safe and secure in its road handling and its anti-roll 
technology. 

On the following pages we will show you all the 
other things the Globetrotter XL I has to offer. 

Welcome to the mobile Premium Class! 
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Globetrotter XL I 7850-2 EB

Enjoy sweet dreams
For many people, getting a good night’s sleep is an 
important part of a wonderful holiday. For those of 
you who need the space while sleeping or also want 
to invite friends along, the XL I its two large single 
beds is the ideal holiday companion. The single beds 
can be easily converted to a large double bed.

Not only will you feel comfortable sleeping in the 
new XL I but even gourmet chefs will have a lot of 
fun in the high-quality Gourmet Plus kitchen centre, 
and the large lounge offers enough space to enjoy  
a 7-course-meal in style.

ªª Almeria Ash Gloss | Platinum:  Ample room throughout, from the lounge to the space and luxury of the sleeping area.

ªª   The single beds can easily be converted to a large double bed.

ªª   A place for everything, with four wardrobes, all equipped with LED lights.
XL I 7850-2 EB
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Globetrotter XL I 7850-2 DBM

Enjoy luxury even while you sleep
A bedroom fit for the king! In the huge king-size 
double bed, even tallest people can get a good 
night‘s rest. Easily accessible from all sides,  
everyone can get into bed easily, and the spacious 
storage compartments under the bed can hold  
a lot of luggage.

The cosy lounge conveys a sense of space a few 
people would imagine possible in a motorhome.  
The extra large bathroom and the Gourmet Plus 
kitchen with modern furniture and lightweight 
technology complete the luxurious ambience of  
the XL I.

XL I 7850-2 DBM ªª For a better room feeling you can choose in favour of a low bed height.ªª Under the double bed there is a practical garage and some very useful drawers.

ªª Tall wardrobes for storing your clothes.
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Globetrotter XL I

Freedom in sight
The XL I is also generous when it comes to the view 
outside: the huge windscreen combined with the 
standard panoramic window provides a unique all-
round view, flooding the lounge with natural light.

When the sun goes down the LED illumination 
with its ambient illumination and different light 
intensities for relaxing, entertaining and sleeping 
creates a pleasant atmosphere, whatever the 
occassion. 

ªª Almeria Ash White | Meran:  Enjoy the view through the huge Panoramic side window! Here you see the lounge layout in lieu of a pull-down bed (option). In addition to the additional storage space this 
variant comes with two large Panorama skylights with an elegant plinth.

ªª  The standard cab blinds darken and insulate at the same time. Electric blinds are 
available as optional extras.

ªª Almeria Ash Gloss | Bozen: For atmospheric evenings: Ambient lighting.
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Globetrotter XL I

Sleeping room
Do you prefer the comfort of single beds or the 
cosiness of a king-size bed? The XL I offers the best 
of both worlds! 
 
 

The large, electrically adjustable pull-down bed 
which comes as standard offers two additional 
sleeping berths – invisibly hidden under the cab 
ceiling.

Detailed information about the exclusive 7-zone mattresses can be found on page 10. 

ªª  Electric pull-down bed (200 x 150 cm) with high-quality mattress.

ªª  XL I 7850-2 DBM:  Welcome and ample storage space under the large double 
bed – also easily accessible from bathroom.

ªª XL I 7850-2 EB | Almeria Ash Gloss: The two-metre long single beds are easy to access and are easily converted to large double bed.

Highlights overview: 
ªª Two popular sleeping room layouts
ªª  Standard pull-down bed with electrical operation and 200 x 150 cm 
mattress
ªª Ultra light, moisture and temperature regulating 7-zone mattresses for 
the fixed beds
ªª Ergonomic wooden slatted bed frames for healthy sleep
ªª Clever wardrobe solutions with spacious storage compartments
ªª  LED night illumination at floor level
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Globetrotter XL I

Kitchen
With its exclusive Gourmet Plus kitchen, the 
Globetrotter XL I will open the world of culinary 
delight. Create delicious meals with local gathered 
on your travels – all part of the experience! And 
what you do not consume, you can take home with 
you, as there is so much storage space e.g. in the 
voluminous drawers with Softclose function. 

Especially useful is the central locking which ensures 
an automated locking of all drawers after starting 
the engine, ensuring everything stays exactly in its 
place!

ªª Plenty of cooking fun! The Gourmet Plus kitchen brings together everything you need to cook up a storm! With plenty of elbow room and storage space to boot!

ªª The kitchen boasts a range of practical and stylish solutions, such as the rail system.

ªª 190 l fridge / freezer combination, plus oven and grill.

Highlights overview: 
ªª Domestic-style metallic water taps and extractor fan (circulating air)
ªª  190 l fridge / freezer combination with oven is standard
ªª 3-burner gas hob with powerful burners
ªª Large stainless steel sink flush with worktop
ªª Maxi drawers and apothecary-style pull-outs with Softclose function and 
electronic central locking
ªª  Seamless, easy-to-clean worktops, smoothly adjoining the wall 
ªª Dedicated space for appliances, such as coffee machine
ªª Height-adjustable racks in overhead locker
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Globetrotter XL I

Bathroom
High-quality bathroom for holidays – a symbol 
for luxury. The XL I redefines that demand: With a 
stylish, yet practical bathroom with unbelievable 
elbow room maximum privacy. Its secret: by 
positioning the special door you can connect the 
shower cubicle and the toilet to create a spacious 
bathing oasis.

ªª Lots of space and flexibility between living and sleeping rooms – plus a large mirror, creating an even greater sense of space.ªª  Spacious shower cubicle with Plexiglass doors, rain shower and ambient 
lighting.

ªª Wash bowl with dedicated space for all your bathroom utensils.

Highlights overview: 
ªª Bathroom and shower cubicle which can be connected to make an  
en-suite bathroom
ªª Large mirrored bathroom cabinet with all-around view
ªª Sliding door for sleeping room, also with a mirror
ªª Vanity unit with lots of space for bathroom accessories
ªª Plenty of storage shelves
ªª Chromed brackets for towels, toothbrush mug and toilet roll
ªª High-pressure water pump for home-from-home showering experience
ªª Optional air vent system vacuums the air out of the toilet and prevents 
the unpleasant odours
ªª Macerator toilet with 110 l waste tank (option)
ªª Roof fan with venting in passage way of the bathroom (option)
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Globetrotter XL I

1  Make an entrance! The fully equipped entrance 
area with many storage possibilities, illuminated 
handle and exclusive bar compartment.

2  For hot summers: The optional roof air 
conditioning comes with a power of 2400 W and 
efficiently cools down the interior even when the 
temperature is high outside.

3  Easy-to-use sound system with high-quality 
loudspeakers and Active Subwoofer delivers 
excellent sounds in the living room. 

4  Optimum power supply (9 x 230 V socket, 2 x USB 
socket, 3 x 12 V socket). 

5  Electrical and insulating blind (option). And fast 
windscreen defrosting via additional warm air duct 
of the heating in the dashboard.

6  Ergonomic SKA Pilote seats with integrated 3-point 
inertia safety belts. A very new comfort dimension 
opens the installation of air-driven seats. 
Travelling with more comfort!

7  Optional 7 inch Dethleffs Naviceiver with clear 
DAB+ radio reception, CD/DVD, USB and Bluetooth 
transmission. Navigation on roads which are 
especially wide for bigger vehicles. Information 
from the Control Panel can be reflected on the 
display (only in conj. with Control Panel Luxury).

Available but not shown:
ªª The warm water heating creates a cosy  
atmosphere just like at home. That is because  
it works without blowers – ideal for allergy  
sufferers (see page 8 / 9) 

ªª Uniquely Dethleffs: Optional leather soft furnish-
ings “Meran” can be individually adapted in colour. 
More information: www.dethleffs.co.uk/individual 

ªª Security for your valuables: theft-proof safe (option) 

ªª High-pressure water system with powerful pump 
and domestic style tap fittings in the kitchen

ªª Pilote air-driven seats by SKA (6)ªª  Electrical front blind (option) and windscreen 
defrosting (5)

ªª Multimedia: Dethleffs Naviceiver (option) (7)ªª Exclusive entrance area with many high-quality details (1)

ªª Mobile phone & Co: 2 USB sockets (4) ªª Melodious: Perfectly created Sound system 
(option) (3)

ªª Pleasant cooling: Powerful roof air conditioning 
(option) (2)

+ Plus factors
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Globetrotter XL I

1  Fully-insulated two-piece rear made of robust GRP 
which is easier to repair. 

2  Two-piece, repair-friendly GRP front with LED day-
time running lights. If desired, a very bright LED 
passing beam can be ordered.

3  Secure travelling! Excellent road handling is  
assured with the ALKO Tandem chassis in 
combination with a low vehicle gravity centre.

4  Central electric unit with second on-board battery, 
powerful charging device, high-quality transformer 
and automatic prevention of voltage peaks 
(option).

5  Large rear garage with a loading capacity of 
250 kg. The floor is made of robust GRP and 
equipped with an anti-slip mat. The fixing loops 
can hold the luggage, bicycles or even scooters. 
Very practical: 230 V power outlet (+1x 12 V) for 
charging e.g. E-bikes. When it becomes dark, an 
LED strip illuminates the garage. Both garage doors 
are equipped with new locking for one-handed 
operation.

6   Extra wide door (70 cm) with integrated window, 
electrical closing aid and flyscreen.

7  Perfectly accessible from inside and out, the 
storage compartment is 360 mm high and has 
heated double floor (details on pages 8 / 9).

No picture:
ªª High payload due to a maximum possible weight 
increase up to 5.4 t permissible total weight 
(MIRO). 

ªª 2.3 l engine with 130 BHP (96 kW), 150 BHP (110 
kW) or 180 BHP (132 kW). The Euro 6 emission 
norm is achieved by the Fiat LPEGR technology 
(Low Pressure Exhaust Gas Recirculation).

ªª ALKO broad gauge low platform with Tandem axle (3)

ªª Repair-friendly: 2-piece GRP rear (1) ªª  Two-piece GRP front with LED day-
time-running lights (2)

ªª Elegantly integrated, electrical awning (option)

ªª Large, LED-illuminated rear garage (5)

ªª Double floor with lots of storage space (7)

ªª Extra wide conversion door with electrical closing aid (6)

ªª Victron Energy MultiPlus charging / inverter combi-
nation (option) (4)

ªª Victron Energy Digital MultiControl with operation 
panel located over the living room door (option) (4)

+ Plus factors
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Globetrotter XL I Premium

The XL I Premium version
The XL I is also available as Premium version 
and has even more to offer. Most of the optional 
equipment features are already part of the standard 
specification.

In addition, there are extras that more than justify 
the title of “Premium”. The first impression of the 
exterior with its elaborate paintfinish perfectly fits 
the image of a Premium class vehicle.

ªª Almeria Ash Gloss | Bozen:  Premium ambient lighting: A clever illumination concept with different light intensities for living and sleeping rooms. Additional light is provided by the huge skylight in the living room and the 
powerful air conditioning ensures pleasant and cool air in the vehicle.
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Globetrotter XL I Premium

Premium advantages
 Interior
1  Large, opening Panoramic skylight (75 x 105 cm) 

for living and sleeping rooms.

2  Maximum seat comfort: Ergonomic SKA air-driven  
seats with integrated 3-point-safety belt and 
divers anatomically adapted settings.

3  Fully equipped cab with air-driven seats, Dethleffs 
Naviceiver (s. page 31), steering wheel remote 
control, Aluminium applications, cab carpet, cab 
door N / S, electrical blinds and sun shades for side 
windows.

Available but not shown:
ªª Sophisticated illumination concept with different 
light intensities for living and sleeping rooms and 
standard indirect lighting.

Exterior
4  Central locking by Fiat original key for cab door, 

conversion door and rear garage doors. They are 
secured by an alarm system (option).

5 Front headlights with very bright LED low beam.

6  Anthracite polished alloy wheels 16" in Dethleffs 
design.

Available but not shown:
ªª 5.4 tones maximum authorised total weight and 
high payload. 

ªª The gas bottle switch over automatically changes 
from the empty gas bottle to the full one and 
ensures gas operation while driving. 

ªª Reversing cam to Naviceiver display.
ªª  Bright LED low beam for more  
safety (5)

ªª Central locking (4)ªª Panoramic skylight (1)

ªª 16" alloy wheels (6)

ªª Luxurious cab (3)ªª Ergonomic SKA air-driven seats (2)

ªª Premium equipment includes full  
paint finish (front and rear) in the  
same colour as the sidewalls.

ªª Premium Travertin Metallic (option)ªª Premium Titansilver Metallic (option)ªª Premium White (option)

ªª Powerful roof air conditioning (option)
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Globetrotter XL I

Dethleffs offers a wealth of ways to put together 
your individual dream motorhome. Standard in 
the XL I is the Almeria Ash White wood décor with 
cream-coloured, easy-to-clean surfaces.  
Alternatively, you can opt for a high-quality 
overhead locker doors with high-gloss wood finish 
and Chrome trim (Almeria Ash Gloss).  
 

For both versions there are complimentary textile 
fabrics to choose from. You also can furnish your 
individual Globetrotter XL I with high-quality real 
leather Meran. The real leather is a natural product 
of the highest quality. This breathable leather feels 
somptuous, yet fulfills the highest standards with  
its durability.

ªª Travertin Metallic (option)ªª Titansilver Metallic (option)ªª White (standard)

Globetrotter XL I A Class

Width 233 cm

Height 304 cm

Total length 872 cm

ªª Almeria Ash White

ªª Almeria Ash Gloss (option)

Wide range of choice
Exterior design | Soft furnishing 

Design & Equipment – you have the choice!

ªª Bozen (standard) ªª Platinum  
(standard)

ªª  Real leather Meran 
(option)

The leather cushions can be individualised to 
suit your personal taste.

More information on our website:  
www.dethleffs.co.uk/individual 
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Globetrotter XXL A

The Globetrotter XXL epitomises the special 
feature of the Premium class with its 
confident appearance, the exceptional size 
and unique shape.

The interior is also created to the highest 
demands: Absolute winterisation with the 
double floor and high-quality XPS insulation 
as well as luxurious standard equipment.

The Globetrotter XXL A Plus factors 
ªª Modern 3.0 l Euro 6 engine (132 kW / 180 BHP)
ªª  IVECO chassis with rear wheel drive, twin tyres, different driving assistance 
systems, uprated cockpit and heated cab seats
ªª Heated double floor with 360 mm height for frost-protected installation of pipes and 
water tanks. The radiant heat is also used as the under-floor heating (s. page 8 / 9).
ªª Warm water heating with heat exchanger for engine pre-heating
ªª  Long-lasting Lifetime Plus technology (s. page 6) with 45 mm thick wall and roof 
construction.
ªª Autarky master with large 150 Ah battery and 230 l water tank

Unlimited luxury

OptionOption
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Globetrotter XXL A

Reliability takes shape
A motorhome for every season and for every 
adventure! A motorhome that delivers both  
style and practicality in equal measures. The  
Globetrotter XXL A is just the thing for you!

The Iveco Daily chassis with twin tyres can be 
optionally upgraded to 7.2 t – this in combination 
with the huge storage room, means any concerns 
regarding payload are now a thing of the past. 

The powerful 3.0 l (Euro 6) Common Rail Diesel 
engine with 132 kW / 180 BHP (150 kW / 205 BHP 
optionally available) powers it forward, even with  
a trailer weighing up to 3.5 t.

This is a motorhome that knows how to impress, 
with its excellent and unique qualities – learn more 
on following pages.
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Globetrotter XXL A 9000-2

Luxury with a visionary design
When it comes to space, the XXL is opening up a 
new world – one of maximum space and sleeping 
comfort. Access to the cab can be partitioned with  
a sliding door – a real bonus in terms of privacy  
and for camping in winter.

An increasingly popular wish from our customers is 
for spacious single beds. The XXL A 9000-2 meets 
this demand and provides a lot of freedom of 
movement while sleeping. The single beds can still 
be easily converted to a large double bed.

ªª Almeria Ash White | Platinum: U-shaped lounge for convivial evenings: The passage way to the cab can be closed off with additional wrap seating.
XXL A 9000-2

ªª  The cab can be separated from the living room by a wooden sliding door. Ideal 
to keep out the cold and the heat – as well as unbidden guests, as the door can 
be locked as well.

ªª The long single beds are connected at the end of the head section – ideal for those 
who sleep on their front. Additionally, you can create a huge bed.
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Globetrotter XXL A 9050-2

Pure comfort
The new layout of the Globetrotter XXL A comes with 
a huge Kingsize bed in the rear. The royal bathroom 
can be partitioned from the living room by the 
special robust door.

As a result a large bathing and dressing room is 
created. Your holiday clothes can be stored in the 
high wardrobes.

ªª Almeria Ash Gloss | Meran:  The inviting lounge and the lateral bench can be easily converted to a large U-shaped lounge (option). Ideal for putting up your feet or for enjoying convivial evenings.  
For entertainment fans a 32" TV can be pulled downwards (option). XXL A 9050-2 

ªª In the high wardrobes N/S and O/S your clothes are perfectly arranged.

ªª Cosy double bed for restful nights and relaxing hours for two.
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Globetrotter XXL A

There is zero compromise in the Gourmet Plus 
kitchen you will find only high-quality components 
such as very large shelves with maxi-drawers and 
wider pull-outs for easier loading. 

Drawers are soft-close and the central lock is 
automatically activated when starting the engine,  
so drawers will not open during the drive.

The gas stove with powerful burners is a dream  
for all aspiring chefs. 

ªª Massive gas stove with powerful burners and glass covered steel surface.

ªª The kitchen boasts a range of practical and stylish solutions, such as the rail 
system. 

ªª Big motorhome, big cooking fun! So much space and elbow room is offered by the Dethleffs Premium class – and all that in befitting exclusive design.

Highlights overview: 
ªª Domestic style metal water taps and extractor fan (circulating air)
ªª  190 l fridge / freezer combination with oven is standard
ªª Three-burner-hob gas cooker with powerful burners
ªª Maxi drawers with Softclose function and electric central locking
ªª  Seamless, easy-to-clean working surface, smoothly connected to the wall 
ªª Height-adjustable racks in overhead locker

Kitchen
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ªª  Spacious shower cubicle with Plexiglass doors, rain shower and ambient 
lighting.

Globetrotter XXL A

Globetrotter XXL model owners expect spacious 
and stylish wash rooms. Both bathroom layouts 
are as wide as the vehicle itself and so they offer 
enormous space. Warm water convectors of the  

warm water heating provide pleasant temperatures 
even in extreme sub-zero temperatures. Great for 
year-round use!

ªª  XXL A 9050-2: Large bathroom with unbeatable space and storage.

Highlights overview: 
ªª Large bathroom with unbelievably maximom headroom
ªª Various storage possibilities – a place for everything!
ªª Chromed brackets for towels, toothbrush mug and toilet tissue
ªª Home-from-home showering experience
ªª Optional air vent system vacuums the air out of the toilet and prevents 
the unpleasant odours
ªª Macerator toilet with waste tank (option)
ªª Roof fan with venting in passage way of the bathroom (option)

ªª Useful storage possibilities in cupboards over the wash bowl.

Bathroom
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Globetrotter XXL A

The layout variants of the XXL offer both single 
beds or double bed. Whatever you choose: You will 
enjoy excellent sleeping comfort on the high-quality 
7-zone mattresses. 

Detailed information about the exclusive hightech 
mattresses can be found on page 10.

ªª A 9000-2: The single beds can easily be converted to a large double bed.

ªª A 9050-2 | Almeria Ash Gloss: Cosy double bed for restful nights and relaxation for two.

Highlights overview: 
ªª You can select from double bed or single bed layouts
ªª Very light, moisture and temperature regulating 7-zone mattresses
ªª Ergonomic wooden slatted bed frames for healthy sleep
ªª Clever wardrobe ideas with spacious storage compartments
ªª Easy conversion from lounge to bed

ªª When another sleeping berth is needed the lounge can be quickly converted to 
a bed for two persons.

Sleeping room
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Globetrotter XXL A

1  Smart mechanism: Just pull out the lever and  
extend the table top and you will have enough 
space for a big family.

2  For hot summers: The optionally available roof air 
conditioning comes with a power of 2400 W and 
efficiently cools down the interior even when the 
temperature is high outside. Another benefit is the 
air-conditioning which is connected to the opera-
ting unit of the warm water heating. Consequently, 
you can select a room temperature and the sysem 
will decide whether it will heat or cool.

3  The cab can be separated from the living room by 
a wooden sliding door. Ideal to keep out the cold 
and the heat – as well as unbidden guests, as the 
door can be locked as well.

4  Sound system with high-quality loudspeakers  
delivers excellent sounds in the living room  
(option).

5  Security for your valuables: theft-proof safe  
(option).

6  The robust entrance door is equipped with a large 
handle and the closing aid facilitates the closing, 
and solid 2-point-lock for more security.

7  Standard 7 inch Dethleffs Naviceiver with clear 
DAB+ radio reception, CD / DVD, USB and Bluetooth 
transmission. Navigation on roads which are espe-
cially wide for bigger vehicles. Information from 
the Control Panel can be reflected on the display 
(only in conj. with Control Panel Luxury).

8  Fully-equipped cab (some parts are optional  
extras). For a cosy feeling the cab seats come  
with seat heating. 

Available but not shown:
ªª The warm water heating creates a cosy 
atmosphere just like at home because it works 
without blowers, the air is not swirled around – 
ideal for allergy sufferers. You can regulate the 
sleeping area and living room separately with a 
3-way valve. A heat exchanger uses the engine 
heat for heating the living room. Conversely 
the engine can also be pre-heated to avoid the 
extra wear which results from cold starts. More 
information on page 8 / 9.  

ªª Silent roof fan for optimum ventilation with 
variable rotation speed. 

ªª Large working surface and dedicated place for the coffee machine.

ªª Powerful roof air conditioning (option) (2)

ªª Table length extension (1)

ªª Theft-proof safe (5)ªª Sound system (option) (4)

ªª Multimedia: Dethleffs Naviceiver incl. DAB+ (7) ªª Room partition wall (3)

ªª Robust living door with large window (6)

+ Plus factors

Uniquely Dethleffs: The optional leather soft furnishings “Meran” can be individually adapted in colour.  
More information: www.dethleffs.co.uk/individual

ªª Fully-equipped cab (8)
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Globetrotter XXL A

1  Perfectly accessible storage compartment 35 cm 
high with heated double floor (detailed information 
can be found on page 8).

2  Huge rear garage with at least 105 x 120 cm  
(minimom) garage doors (N/S & O/S). E-bikes can 
be comfortably charged by using the power outlet. 
When desired, another huge hatch in the rear can 
be installed. It eases the loading and securing of 
your holiday implements. An LED strip provides 
an optimum illumination over the whole vehicle 
width. Very handy: The garage doors can be  
opened with just one hand.

3  Iveco chassis with different driving assistance 
systems (optionally available with a wear-free 
retarder brake. The standard 3.0 l engine (Euro 6) 
Common Rail diesel engine produces 132 kW / 180 
BHP (150 kW / 205 BHP optionally available) on the 
road. With its high torque of max. 430 Nm (470 
Nm) there will always be enough engine power 
even for mountain trips. It is also ideal for towing 
trailers weighing up to 3.5 t (taking into account 
the total towing weight of 10 t). The Euro 6 emission 
norm is achieved by adding the AdBlue liquid.  
(The AdBlue tank with 24 l volume is installed on 
the passenger side). 

Available but not shown:
ªª A heated double floor perfectly accessible from 
both inside and out. In addition to the ample 
storage space it serves for freeze-protected 
installation of water pipes. The radiant heat is 
also used a floor heating (s. page 8). 

ªª High payload due to a maximum possible weight 
increase up to 7.2 t permissible total weight 
(MIRO)(option).

ªª GRP covered underfloor

ªª Store your items in double floor (1)

ªª Practical gas bottle pullout

ªª Robust Iveco Daily chassis with twin tyres and up 
to 7.2 t (max. authorised weight) (3)

ªª Repair-friendly rear with long-lasting LED rear lights 
with Dynamic indicator

ªª 8-gear automatic gearbox HI-MATIC for highest 
demands of driving comfort and less fuel 
consumption at optimal performance (option)

ªª Large overcab with 200 x 155 cm bed area

ªª Huge rear garage with third garage door (option) (2)
More advantages and information can be found at: www.dethleffs.co.uk/xxla

+ Plus factors
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Globetrotter XXL A

Dethleffs offers a wealth of ways to put together 
your individual dream motorhome. The interior 
of the Globetrotter XXL features the wood décor 
Almeria Ash in White with matt white décor or with 
noble Gloss option.

There are two complimentary textile fabrics to 
choose from (Bozen or Platinum) with the high-
quality real leather cover “Meran”. The optional real 
leather “Meran” is a natural product of the highest 
quality. The finest and breathable leather complies 
with the highest of automobile standards. Not only 
do you experience the soft surface feel, it is of 
highest wear resistance.

Globetrotter XXL A Coachbuilt

Width 235 cm

Height 345 cm

Total length 886 cm

Wide range of choice
Exterior design | Soft furnishing 

Design & Equipment – you have the choice!

ªª Almeria Ash White

ªª Almeria Ash Gloss (option)

ªª Bozen (standard) ªª Platinum  
(standard)

ªª  Real leather Meran 
(option)

The leather cushions can be individualised to 
suit your personal taste.

More information on our website:  
www.dethleffs.co.uk/individual ªª Titansilver Metallic (option)ªª Smooth sides White

ªª Smooth sides White
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Perfect service …

… must never be a luxury! 
All over Europe there is a close-knit dealer network. 
330 trade partners and service workshops will assist 
you when needed. 

On-site you will find modern workshops with 
qualified staff. Our regular training workshops make 
sure that the employees have the current know-how.

We also support our trade partners in assisting you 
quickly and efficiently. 93 % of spare parts orders 
will be dealt within 3 working days.

Guarantee instead of warranty
Your new Dethleffs motorhome comes with an 
comprehensive manufacturer guarantee giving you 
more security in comparison to a usual warranty by 
law.

6-years’ water ingress warranty as standard
Relax! The 6-years Dethleffs water ingress warranty 
for vehicle conversion will increase the resale 
value of your vehicle and give you a total peace 
of mind. Provided that water ingress inspections 
are undertaken on a yearly basis by a Dethleffs 
authorised workshop.
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From inventor  
of the caravan 

1931: The manufacturer of 
horsewhips and ski sticks Arist 
Dethleffs invents the Living Car 
and lays the foundation for a 
story of success.

2000: Dethleffs introduce 
the Premium Class. An 
automotive design and 
the coloured varnish 
characterises the A Class 
models.

1987: The model 
Dethleffs bus is 
launched and taps  
the pulse of the age.

1952: Dethleffs start batch 
production of the caravans 
TOURIST and CAMPER.

1983: The Overcab model 
PIRAT rolls off the assembly 
line – the first successful 
model of the young factory 
in Isny.

The story of Dethleffs is the story of a man and his 
great idea. It is about Arist Dethleffs, a family man, 
who creates the first caravan in Germany at the 
beginning of the thirties – and he calls it very simply 
“Living Car”. Wherever the family Dethleffs were they 
were surrounded by many people.

In the course of time the name Dethleffs has 
become the epitome for competency and invention 
for caravans and motorhomes because of its great 
number of developments and smart ideas. Models 
and program lines with a unique and distinctive 
profile. Many of them became classic idols. 

With 88 years' experience, the high quality level  
and the continuous exchange between Dethleffs,  
its motorhome customers and its partners enabled 
Dethleffs to become the friend of the family. And 
perhaps the reason for its success is the lively transfer 
of know-how that results in flexibility and innovation 
of the brand Dethleffs since 1931. 

This eventful story with many interesting photographs 
can be found at: www.dethleffs.co.uk/history

2018: With the  
invention of the Pulse 
Dethleffs present a 
new design language 
with harmonious light 
composition.
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Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG
Arist-Dethleffs-Straße 12 · D-88316 Isny · Tel. +49 7562 987 881 
www.dethleffs.co.uk · info@dethleffs.co.uk

Many thanks for your interest in our Premium motorhomes. Other stylish models of our 
mainstream segment can be found in our main motorhome brochure. Additional information 
can be sent upon request. We kindly ask you to contact us via phone or order brochures via 
internet: www.dethleffs.co.uk.

Subject to change, errors excepted. Please note that the pictures of this brochure also show 
alternative designs or optional fittings at extra costs. Detailed information about specifications 
and equipment can be found at the separate specification sheet. Colours will differ.

Many thanks for the support and decoration of the vehicles: 
pad home design concept gmbh, VAUDE Sport GmbH & Co. KG, Zwiesel Kristallglas AG,  
dm-drogerie markt GmbH + Co. KG

Photography: eye5.li // Daniel Zangerl // Adobe Stock


